


Simmons was founded by Zalmon Gilbert Simmons in 1870. Its brand philosophy of “Better Sleep 
Through Science” has continuously propelled the brand to continuously invest in professional research, 
testing and improvements.

Simmons’ relentless quest for quality sleep has resulted in many breakthroughs and innovations in 
its mattresses and sleep products. This is why customers all over the world trust Simmons, the sleep 
expert, for quality uninterrupted sleep, over the last 140 years and into the future.

The Simmons legacy How BackCare® evolved through the years…

1970
BackCare® Series  

Launched in Singapore 1970-2002

Timeless & Classic

Best Selling

2002-2011

2011

Good Back Support

20% More Support

Launch of The-New  
e-ION CRYSTALTM Series  

with Cold Foam*.
*Available in BackCare® Luxury



The revolutionary e-Ion CrySTALTM technology brings multiple benefits to your 
sleep. With better quality sleep, you rest better and wake up fully refreshed and 
recharged, in mind, body and health.

Kneaded from 14 types of natural mineral stones that emit positive effects of 
negative-Ion and Far-Infrared rays, this special fibre is applied into each mattress  
to best deliver benefits to the sleeper.

e-ION CrystaltM 
Benefits of

 Increases metabolIsm.

 Improves blood cIrculatIon.

 enhances heart & lung functIons.

 InvIgorates your Innate abIlIty  
     to self-rejuvenate. 

 enhances health & well-beIng.
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o 
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e-Ion CrySTALTM works effectively within 50cm to 60cm  
of the mattress to bathe in the “sea of benefits of negative- 
Ions and Far-Infrared rays”.



Peace Of Mind with your Simmons investment

	The e-Ion CrySTALTM is the innovation of Adan and Panasonic (a joint  
 collaboration between Adan Mineral research Laboratory and Matsushita  
 representing Panasonic).

	Generation of negative-Ions is certified by Japan Cotton Spinning   
 Association & tested by SETSCo Services Pte Ltd, Singapore.

	Test results proved the fibres contain high amount of carbon and oxygen.

tested
&

proven

RFID (Radio-Frequency ID):
	A new Simmons initiative to protect customers.
	Authenticates your Simmons products as genuine.  
	Covers Simmons products with manufacturer warranty.

An ideal combination -

FR Negative ion sheet

Pocketed coil

Bloc foam

Comfortable 
convoluted Cold foam 
or fused memory 
foam & latex*

Cold Foam and Fused Memory & Latex

Cold Foam: 
 An environmentally friendly foam.
 More porous, enabling superior moisture   
 exchange and faster heat dissipation.
  High in density, making it more durable  
 and quick-recovering.
  Provides a consistently cool sleeping surface.

Memory Foam:
 Highly adaptive to  
 body contours,  
 providing better support.
 relieves acute body  
 pressure points.

Non-Flip & Bloc Foam:
 A revolutionary non-flip feature by Simmons.
 Provides easy care and maintenance.
 Undergirded with Bloc Foam, mattresses are more stable  
 & motion transfer is further reduced.

Latex:
 Hypoallergenic with  
 open cell structure.
 Keeps cool on warm nights.
 Provides ergonomic  
 support during sleep.



The first & original Pocketed Coil®

non Simmons Coil original Simmons® Pocketed Coil®

Each High Profile Pocketed Coil®:
 Is engineered in a barrel shape.
 Encased in individual Duon tear-proof pocket.
 Waist-joined using nASA space shuttle glue.
 Has increased resilience due to pre-compression of springs.

What you get is:
 Independent coil movements that conform to  
 all body shapes.
 Do-not-Disturb® feature with minimal motion transfer.
 Superior support for your back and body.

Coils are 
compressed to give 
more spring effect, 
greater resilience 
and better support 
for your back.

The revolutionary e-ION CRYSTALTM Series

BackCare e-ION CrystalTM Series:
 20% more support.
 Increased coil height & reduced coil diameter.

Beautyrest e-ION CrystalTM Series:
 Superior feel and comfort.
 Do-Not-Disturb® benefit.



                                    is now 

Simmons® BackCare® e-ION CryStaltM Series
The updated BackCare® e-Ion CrySTALTM series continues to meet the sophisticated demands of getting 
the best possible sleep, coupled with benefits of caring for your health. 

The original line of BackCare® 3 and BackCare® 4 has been extended to include a new model, BackCare® 
Luxury to pamper you even more. Experience a true difference in the new model with all the standard and 
upgraded features – Simmons® Pocketed® Coils, Cold Foam and the latest e-Ion CrySTALTM.

e-ION CrystaltM sErIEs

type 
2-sided tight-top mattress

HeIgHt
Approx. 25cm (10 inches) 

SIzeS
Queen 152cm x 190cm
King 182cm x 190cm

Note: The above measurements 
should be taken as close 
approximations only.

BackCare® 3 with e-ION CRYSTALTM

best
value



type 
2-sided tight-top mattress

HeIgHt
Approx. 29cm (11 inches)  

SIzeS
Queen 152cm x 190cm
King 182cm x 190cm

Note: The above measurements 
should be taken as close 
approximations only.

BackCare® 4 with e-ION CRYSTALTM

best
seller

type 
non-flip  
Super Pillow-top mattress

HeIgHt
Approx. 32cm (12.5 inches) 

SIzeS
Queen 152cm x 190cm
King 182cm x 190cm

Note: The above measurements 
should be taken as close 
approximations only.

BackCare® Luxury with e-ION CRYSTALTM

with
cold
foam



e-ION CrystaltM sErIEs

Simmons® Beautyrest® e-ION CryStaltM Series
The quintessential tool for quality sleep, Simmons® Beautyrest® Custom royal e-Ion CrySTALTM Series delivers 
ultimate comfort and provides you and your partner with total rest and rejuvenation from undisturbed sleep.

 Do-not-Disturb® feature unmatched by others.
 Minimised tossing & turning.
 reduction in motion transfer.
 Delivers superior comfort with right balance of feel and support.
 Added e-Ion CrySTALTM benefit destresses and refreshes you for a much-improved sleep.

type 
2-sided pillow-top mattress

HeIgHt
Approx. 30cm (12 inches) 

SIzeS
Queen 152cm x 190cm
King 182cm x 190cm

Note: The above measurements 
should be taken as close 
approximations only.

Beautyrest® Custom Royal  
with e-ION CRYSTALTM

all
time 

classic



type 
non-flip  
Super Pillow-top mattress

HeIgHt
Approx. 37cm (14.5 inches)  

SIzeS
Queen 152cm x 190cm
King 182cm x 190cm

Note: The above measurements 
should be taken as close 
approximations only.

with 
fused 

memory 
foam & 
latex

Beautyrest® Custom Royal Premier  
with e-ION CRYSTALTM Foundation For a Good Sleep

Choose a  
matching  
Simmons  
Boxspring 
or Simmons 
Foundation Box:
 For slate-based   
 foundation, we  
 recommend an overlay  
 of a flat board on top  
 of the slate. 
 A right foundation  
 enhances performance  
 of your mattress.
 A right foundation  
 validates your Simmons  
 mattress warranty.



Simmons Innovations

e-Ion crystaltm

14 mineral stones combined 
with benefits of negative-Ions  
& Far-Infrared rays.

high profile  
pocketed coil®
Barrel-shaped high-tensile 
strength steel for maximum 
support & resilience.

pocketed coil®
“Do-not-Disturb®” body
contouring feature that
minimises motion transfer.

20% better support
Increased coil height & 
optimum wire gauge improve 
resilience & support.

fire retardant
Slows down and 
prevents the spread  
of any open flame.

tested & proven
Increased durability proven 
through Cornell University 
Indentation Test.

made in japan

fire retardant fibres
Safety weave retards 
the spread and burning 
of fire.

Features vary from model to model

cold foam
Highly porous, dissipates 
heat, quick recovery and 
maintains consistent cool feel. 

fused latex & memory form
Hypo-allergenic layers provides 
excellent support, relieves body 
pressure points and keeps you 
cool on warm nights.
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